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Forestry
in Maine

Printed with recycled newsprint, Soy based inks
There
are
many
changes in Maine forestry
each year. This is the
foremost
employment
industry in the state before
farming and tourism. We
have two stories about the
same this issue. A look at
improvements in lumber
production
and
a look at a necessary downsizing for a woods product transport
company caught in the ever increasing high petroleum price
war and the necessary maintenance of trucking along Maine
roads that truly live up to the notion, you can’t get there from
here. Look for this story
.

Sunday March 25
Our states’
maple production is very high nation-wide,
likely more than rival New York state as all our
producers do not report a harvest tally as
diligently as other states.

Quiet Winter 2011-2012

Trail Riders Sleigh Event

WEATHER SERVICES - Meteorologists report unusual weather patterns coming
Many producers open
out of Canada will limit the 2012 snow fall to a record low. Farmers need enough
sap
houses
weekends,
all
month with a list of
snow to provide good soil cover and perhaps an early spring thaw, an early planting open farms published within
a group flyer
whilst snow enthusiasts pivot for enough $ to maintain their related economy.
inserted in daily newspapers, prior to the event.

Potatoes keep Maine farmers going
sales,

and over
in personal income paying some
in state and local taxes. As potatoes go, so goes Maine?

The winner of the 2011 Farm Family of the year
award, Fred Flewelling and family of Crouseville recently said, “People
tend to see farming as one of the most basic occupations, but the reality
is, it’s extremely important, and I want to see it carried on for future
generations.” He doesn’t just praise farming traditions he is quick to
promote that adapting to markets and staying on top of technology is
key to greater spud production levels.

Young farmer for 2012 named
Vous
parlez
français ?
Notre colonne
sur l’agriculture par
notre Correspondante
Française est en page 4.

Improving transport - east
to west - has new impetus thanks to
certain legislators, private industry and
Governor Paul LePage. A unique
proposal that is both a make a work idea
and a practical cost saver to taxpayers
for state road expansions has taken fire
again in Augusta.

Agriculture

Farmer Fact # 1:Sorting:

The soils of Penobscot, Waldo, Somerset, Franklin
and Aroostook County with help from select parts of
Washington, Oxford and Piscataquis Counties bridge
the farming numbers statewide for increased potato
production levels historically. These fine soils are
tilled at the right time with old and new equipment
and this keeps the farm implement businesses going
in isolated farm town centres. It makes for a good life
in Maine for regional service towns and those
employed within the many levels of this endeavor,
proud of these improved crops year after year. This
past year - by all reports - saw generally good weather
despite increased fall rain but crops were gathered in
timely fashion and the high numbers of bushels stored
were also up with potato houses emptying quickly.
This represents about 380 potato growers with a total
influence on the state’s economy of
in

The Maine Potato
Board has named the Young
Farmer of the year for 2012, a 28
year old Brandon Berce. He farms
with his father and brother Ned
and Niklas Berce in the St. John
Valley respectively. He comes
to farming
with
a
degree in
finance and
marketing
with work
experience
in the same
but later, he
says, he decided to go back to
farming “...at the right time.”

Brandon is first to point out that
the key to the health and
sustainability of the Maine Potato
Industry is with “...hands on
involvement within industry
organizations and associations at
regional, state and
national
levels.” Berce Farms has been
recognized previously in 2002 as
the Farm Family of the Year. The
Farm grows seed varieties for
Frito-Lay and Brandon serves on
the Maine Potato Board’s seed
growers’ executive council. He is
also a member of the Central
Aroostook Young Farmers. His
official recognition takes place at
annual meeting this month.

Wool classification into fine, length, elasticity, spinning characteristics.
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Ag Business Review
Lincoln Prescott has operated a sheet metal
shop for almost 40 years at his location in the farmland area of
Malbon Mills, Skowhegan and while he is a part time shop
operation in the past 10 years and has left the need for employees
behind when demand for such metal work declined, he still gets
an occasional order for a specialty item such as this syrup
maker’s steam hood for a recent customer. This 6 ½ foot hood
will keep the dampness of the abundant steam coming off boiling
sap down near the source of the evaporator and help his customer
this season, making syrup. Prescott has made many things for
customers in his time in Skowhegan and when we mentioned
we couldn’t find someone to make a proper cowling for a Dover
stove a few years back he said, we used to do a lot of them when
the stove company was still in business. He still gets orders to
make ‘ovals to round’ - the interface between a stove and the
smoke pipe on most stoves. It is no surprise, his shop has several
large brakes, shears, pipe makers, tig welding and Prescott used
to get many orders for sap pans until the price of stainless pressed
mass production need in the forefront, however, his knowledge
to make the same is intact, given someone with metal wanting a
specialty size pan. We would hazard a guess there is likely
nothing of sheet metal he hasn’t already made at one time or
another and at the height of his business, locally, he employed

1-3 workers. This is a specialty trade business that still has a
place in farming and household/industrial planning and stepping
into his shop is not just stepping back in time it is a shop that
mirrors an infrastructure that this craft has been held in great
respect by his customers for as many years.

Why Instructor Certification?
Why should I become a certified Instructor? Certification
provides you with the credentials for teaching riding,
potential insurance benefits, and teaching resources.
When you apply for that Instructor position you will be
able to show the potential employer your certification card.
You can proudly display your certificate in your tack room
or barn office for clients to see. It lets people know you are
serious about your
business. There are several
organizations that offer Instructor Certification. Among
them is Certified Horsemanship Association (CHA),
www.CHA-ahse.org. CHA offers certification in 7
different areas. The Standard Instructor Certification can
be obtained in English and Western. You are evaluated in
several areas including: riding level, the ability to conduct
safe mounted lessons, ground lessons, and a written test.
You will also be evaluated on your professionalism and
herd management. You will participate in workshops on
barn management and risk management. A Clinic offers
you an opportunity to interact with others in the industry
and glean new ideas and ways of teaching. You will be
listed on CHA’s website with your contact information and
Certification Level. A potential client will be able to find
you on the website. A CHA Certified Instructor is a
professional with safety for the rider and horse as top
priority.

M

So You Want to Farm in Maine?

A farm business
course for farmers who would like to brush-up their
business skills, or those thinking about becoming
farmers will be offered in five evening meetings,
from 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm, starting Tuesday, March 20.
Classes will be held at Penobscot County Extension
Office in Bangor and Presque Isle Extension. Topics
will include selecting and evaluating a farm
enterprise, writing a business plan, record keeping,
market research and more. Cost is $50.00 per farm
with a limited number of partial scholarships
available. Sponsored by the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension and Risk Management
Agency. Contact Donna Coffin at 1-800-287-1491 or
Andrew Plant 1-800-287-1469 (in Maine). To preregister contact Theresa Tilton at 207-942-7396 or
1-800-287-1485 or email Theresa.Tilton@maine.edu
onlinehttp://www.extension.maine.edu/penobscot

Farm & Business Stories
generate business contacts

30 River Road (the Access Rd)

Ag

Next Issue May
Deadline
5

Living Waters in Danforth, Maine
is hosting a
Certified Horsemanship Association
All Discipline Standard Instructor Clinic.

June 10 to 15, 2012
Cost: $650
If registration is received by May 1st, after May 1st $750
Price includes books, materials, all meals and lodging.
CLINIC INFORMATION:
CLINIC REGISTRATION:
Liz Bell
Living Waters
207-323-062
207-648-2310
Liz@lwcamp.com
moreinfo@lwcamp.com

y

Contact us for a colored brochure regarding our summer camping
schedule, horsemanship program, and Wilderness Adventure Trips
Living Waters, PO Box 250, Danforth, ME 04424
Phone: 207-448-2310 or email: moreinfo@lwcamp.com
The Certified Horsemanship Association is a non-profit organization dedicated to improving

Across from Thornton Bros.

Agriculture’s
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safety and effectiveness in group riding programs. CHA is the oldest, largest and
most active instructor certification program in North America, certifying approximately
1,000 instructors every year at clinics all over the U.S. and Canada.
The CHA Instructor Certification clinic is a 5-day hands-on clinic for the purpose of
evaluating the instructor’s riding and teaching skills and certifying the knowledge and ability
level of the instructor. Each clinic participant will take a written test, a riding evaluation,
teach a minimum of four lessons, and participate in all lessons and seminars. Certification
may be earned in both English and Western disciplines at five levels, from Assistant Instructor
to Level 4 Instructor.
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT CHA
www.CHA-ahse.org 䘆 (800) 399-0138 䘆 office@CHA-ahse.org
The purpose of CHA is to promote excellence in safety and education for the benefit of the horse industry. CHA
certifies group riding instructors, recreational vaulting coaches, barn managers, college coaches, drivers and trail
guides; accredits equestrian facilities; publishes educational manuals and hosts regional and international conferences.
For more information on the Certified Horsemanship Association, please visit www.CHA-ahse.org or call
toll free 1-800-399-0138. To find a certified riding instructor or accredited equine facility near you visit
www.CHAinstructors.com

Estuary: The currents of the mouth of a river reaching seawater.
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Continued from page one

The fort at Ft Kent
The relic to the bloodless
Aroostook War has had an easy winter in
2012 with limited snow fall amounts. The
blockhouse with gun ports opens in spring
for tourist and historians to view. Like its
counterpart in Ft Fairfield, both offer hand
tool carpentry craftsmanship to view.

Flewelling runs Flewelling Seed Farm
with his wife Patsy Campbell. He began
farming as a child, later to farm the
homesteaded acreage of his great
grandfather who arrived in the county in
the 1860s. Today his farm devotes 300
acres to seed potato farming for both Frito
Lay and McCains. As a family farmer,
Fred worked for years with his dad and his
dad still participates along with direct help
from his daughters Lindsay Flewelling
Healey and Courtney Castonguay. He
calls family farming the real fabric of the
community. As the head of the farm, he
serves on the National Potato Council
Board of Directors and is chair of the
National Council’s Seed Potato Board, the
Aroostook Water and Conservation
Service and the Maine Potato Growers
Board.. He is well known among growers.

AG TRADE SHOW

ANOTHER TRACTOR SUPPLY

SMILES ON CASINO

POSTAL CENTER CLOSING

Outstanding Tree Farmers 2012
Ernest and Alberta Angevine
of Bethel have been chosen as the 2012
Maine State Outstanding Tree Farmers.
The award was made at the Agricultural
Trades Show before the Small Woodland
Owners Association of Maine (SWOAM)
annual meeting on January 11 at the
Augusta Civic Center.
Now in their 90’s, the Angevines have
been stewards of their 189 acres, as well as
active participants in the local SWOAM
chapter, and overall SWOAM and Tree
Farm supporters for many years. Sherman
Small, their forester says “It is impressive
to see what has been accomplished over
the course of time by diligent forest
management. I think Ernest and Alberta’s
work provide a good example of the fruits
of long term management.”
The award means a lot to Ernest and
Alberta and their family. Ernest was
especially pleased to call his daughter in
New Mexico to give her the news, since
she was the New Mexico Outstanding Tree
Farmer in 2009. Other awards they can be
proud of are: 2001, Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Bethel Chamber of
Commerce, 2004, Cooperator of the Year
from the Oxford County Soil and Water
Conservation District, and in 1990, 2003,
and 2006, Oxford County Outstanding Tree
Farmers.
Their history of ownership goes back to
the days of WW II. While Ernest was
away for 20 months fighting in the war in
Europe, Alberta was home with their two
small children and took the opportunity to
rent out Ernest’s tractor. Upon his return,
this money was used to purchase the
original 75 acres and their farmhouse. In
1965, with help from Oxford Paper
Company’s forester Abbot Ladd, they
became part of the Maine Tree Farm
System, Tree Farm #679. Over the years
they acquired additional parcels to bring
their total acreage to 189 acres.
With the original purchase of land, Ernest
and Alberta knew that with good forest
Agriculture’s

Farmer Fact # 3:

management over the years, they would
realize income to supplement their
retirement. They also knew that along
with managing for timber, other aspects of
the woodlot would benefit wildlife, water
quality and recreation. They are quick to
thank the many foresters who assisted
them, from private consultants to state and
industry foresters. Their first management
plan was written by Brian Milligan and
their most recent update was written by
Small of New England Forestry
Consultants. Small says “Much of their
land is considered to be excellent
development land. Many acres of prime
lots are located along the Androscoggin
River. They have been approached
throughout the years to sell to developers
but have chosen to keep their land in tree
growth management. Both Ernest and
Alberta have worked hard on their very
impressive forestland, which includes 80
acres of some of the largest pine trees
growing anywhere in the State of Maine.”
Much of the management work
throughout the years has been done by
Ernest. He started a pruning rotation in the
1950’s and to date over 3,000 stems have
been pruned. Most of the logging was done
by Ernest until the late 1990’s. Local
loggers were hired a few times for the
bigger jobs. There is a well established
trail system as well as wildlife-friendly
practices, thanks to the assistance from the
Oxford County NRCS office and the
Wildlife Incentives Program.
The land has been open to the public for
all types of recreation, fishing and hunting,
and many people have viewed the
Angevine’s
ongoing
management
program and benefited from it, even
becoming Tree Farmers or SWOAM
members because of their example. Their
daughter Judy Coolidge, a retired second
grade teacher, developed an annual
Environmental Day on the property for all
second graders in the district that is still
going strong 23 years later.

SEARSPORT PROPANE TANK VOTE

BLACK EEL SEASON STARTS

Penquis Area
Your Ad

Auto Parts
A

Farm Equip.

This Adv. Dover Auto Parts, Inc
New & Used Parts
$50.
Tel 564-2100 or 564-3353
& Accessories 3 Point Hitch
Implements Tractor Tires & More
A year NAPA Auto Parts Loaders
ph 965-2332 Tel 876-3594 Howard A. Leland, Pres.

Med Services

27 Summer St - Dover-Foxcroft

Elm St. - Guilford

Tattoos, Signs

T
Taxidermy

Vet Services

Foxcroft Veterinary Services, P.A.

Located 8.2 miles west of I-95 Exit 197

Northland
Taxidermy

Quality Work at Reasonable Prices
280 Alton Tannery Rd., Alton ME 04468

(207)394-2031

Jrdnorfax@aol.com

Tattoos

Vinyl

Signs

- 110 Church Str., Dexter We

also

sell

tobacco

Call 5 64-4342 for our free referral service
Inpatient, outpatient, 24 hour emergency care
897W Main Street, Dover-Foxcroft

pipes

for any

USE

Jeffery D. Kelly, DVM
Ronald C. Miles Jr., DVM
Matthew Rolleston, DVM
Dennis A. Ruksznis, DVM

Katydid: Large green American grasshopper, loud noise maker. About 1¾”.
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-Politico-

Editorial offices in Lincoln & Brownville

-MISSION STATEMENT-

It is our volunteer mission to support and encourage a vibrant and thriving return
to family farming / foresty / fishing along with building a more healthy farm from
infrastructure, a sustainable and wider regional economy based upon agricultural
traditions handed down for centuries. Such agrarianism is indeed a culture at the same
time it is an economy. We foster and support such a local agriculturally based economy,

- words
author

Editorial Contributors

SM Publishing Co.
PO Box 632 Brownville 04414

965-2332 H 794-2973 O 279-0029 C (when on)
milksheep@myfairpoint.net pvsmilksheep@aol.com

Read back issues @

www. scribd. com

Newspaper Business Office:
39 A Main Street, Lincoln

At
Globe
Printing Co.

794-2973 Phone & Fax
---------------------------------------

(recette lyonnaise, beignets de Carnaval
Ingrédients :

Attente : 1 heure

500 gr de farine, 1 sachet de levure, 1 pincée de sel, 3 oeufs, 125 gr de beurre,1 tasse d'eau tiède,
Huile pour la friture, Sucre glace.

Préparation :

Presidential

to the
press, the first week of
February, 2012.

The announcement by 3
term
US
Senator
Olympia Snowe that
things in Congress have
gone from bad to worse
is not a surprise. Neither
is her wish to not seek
reelection, she obviously
has had it up to her ears
with infighting and lack
of work getting done for
all Americans as a result.

This reminds us of
another Maine Senator
who in her “Declaration
of Conscience” speech in
Translation :
the 1970s had a great deal
Recipe from Lyon. Grandma’s recipe. Carnival fritters. (or Donuts)
to do with ending the
Ingredients:
negativism of Joesph
- 500 g flour(= 1.102lb), 1 packet of yeast, a pinch of salt, 3 eggs, 125 gr of butter(= 4.409 oz),
McCarthy.
Margaret
Chase
Smith
like
1 cup of warm water, Oil for frying , Icing sugar.
Olympia Snowe, Preparation :
moderates - have made
1 Mix flour, salt and yeast. Stir in eggs, melted butter and warm water. Mix well and knead the dough.
Maine proud of public
2 Let stand 1 hour at least. Then spread the dough as thinly as possible. Cut the dough into a moon.
service amid the political
3 Fry the fritters for 2-3 minutes in hot oil. Put them on paper.
negativism of this time.
4 Sprinkle with icing sugar just before serving.

The demise of Village Soup publications and so many well known coastal newspapers this
month represents shoddy management by the publisher. Operations were employee heavy
and selling off his presses months ago spelled a doubtful future. The cost of distribution with
printing at commercial plants is cheaper in the short term but always limit longevity in lean
times. Yes, “Village Soup” was a cute name but also was a denegation of the former venerable
institutions preceding it. Newsstand pricing in these times should also have been as small as
possible in light of free paper competition everywhere. Consumers will buy a product when
with
price and need are equal, otherwise, not. Recent Village Soup reputation for their paid
circulation papers was lost sales on newsstands spelling limited return for advertisers. WGS Bonnie McCready
Crossing
the
parking lot on my way
to work at Globe
Printing in Lincoln I
find myself being
serenaded by a flock of
Nor can we let the very recent demise of
, a weekly newspaper small birds in a tree
that served that region since the early 80s go without passing mention. While it listed itself at singing “Bee-Bay” the
an age of 41 years, it did not publish that many years as a previous weekly established there song of the Chicadee.
from November 1970-May 1974
preceded
and was followed Full name:
.
for several years by
likely published some 35 years
This local bird is
appearing after
folding and was, historically, longer in print but,
and the original summer paper
was initially named after their call
.
came along. The current
published for 27+ summers and on scene long before
entanglement to kill
comes about from an insidious spinoff regional paper This is also their
called
and is and of itself the untidy result of a some kind of feud between warning call when
and now pits a formerly uninvolved publisher in predators are near. As
the middle. This implant publisher lately established and reestablished free papers in the past a relatively permanent
5 years called
, no longer published,
, no longer resident, Chickadees
now defunct as a weekly failing to garner sales at 25 survive the harsh
published, and
cents, each. A replated front page concoction in the Bangor area rounds out this Ad salesman’s winters by lowering
rags and he now calls this recent concoction,
. We their body temperature
. It is the same with his choice of Volume up to 54 degrees
understand this marketing strategy.
Number and Issue Number, failing to be historically accurate for the nameplate change and the Fahrenheit during cold
number of years published with a new name. However, such noncredibility for offering weather nights to
energy.
anything more than simpleton news for advertising revenue is obviously scant. Such a conserve
newspaper is not a newspaper in keeping with the canons of journalism and for the good of the Another quality that
community(s) served. There will be few if any regular select board meeting stories for so many aids the Chickadee in
towns, no school board news covered by reporters, very few civic minded advance publicity winter is its ability to
for community causes, dependable sports coverage and any real news beyond adverts for a pay remember the location
as you go tedium for local merchants unwisely buying into less and supporting the long of a food cache for up
28
days.
established real local weeklies as newspapers or the established shoppers, some of which range to
in age from 30 - 160+ years longevity. Shopper papers never used to claim to be anything more Chickadee’s can also
human
than a shopper, and a newspaper calling itself a newspaper without any real news each issue tolerate
with real editorials is an insult to the intelligence of those numb enough to pick it up on the approach to a greater
newsstand. Yes, I am troubled the end of the
has come, having degree than most of
their species, even
been the very first publisher to serve the Moosehead Lake region with a weekly with
taking seeds from the
and so, the successful years of
spoke to the original notion that
was an idea ahead of its time, so many years ago. This unfortunate and changed hands of a human they
situation is simply a shopper couched as “news” labeled as a new newspaper and shows a real are familiar with.
lack of truth in circulation advertising - a doublespeak view - taking up dusty space on
newsstands and leaves a real news vacuum for a truly great area of Maine deserving far better These are just some of
than it may now get. comment by Mainely Agriculture publisher, and original editor/publisher, the qualities that make
the Black Capped
founder of The Spectator and founder of The Merrymeeting Standard (1984-1989).
Chickadee such a
Agriculture’s
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Cuisson : 2 minutes

1 Mélangez la farine, le sel et la levure. Incorporez les oeufs, le beurre fondu et l'eau tiède.
Mélangez et malaxez bien la pâte.
2 Laissez la reposer 1 heure au moins.
Puis étalez la pâte le plus finement possible. Découpez ensuite la pâte en forme de lune.
3 Faites frire les bugnes 2-3 minutes dans l'huile très chaude.
Posez les sur du papier.
4 Saupoudrez de sucre glace au moment de servir.

Fabienne Prost Emily Adams Bonnie McCready Bill Sawtell Anah McCready
David Deschene Jack Strout Jesse A Schwarcz - Photography Gordon Moore
An all volunteer farming publication

- Established Summer 2008 -

with Fabienne Prost, Paris - skype: prost.fabienne Port: 06 59 29 00 97

Les Bugnes (Donut Fritters) Préparation :15 minutes

Wallace Sinclair, founder ph 965-2332

MainelyAgriculture

Senate and
Maine’s loss

Maine Grange News

highly coveted bird
having the honor to be
named State Bird by

Our activities each quarter
, Hancock Pomona April 2, 7pm

, potluck supper April 5, 6 pm with
Piscataquis Pomona meeting at 7.

Anah McCready photo

Maine, Massachusetts,
and the Provincial bird
of New Brunswick,
Canada. Yet despite
all this talk of state
bird
and
winter
survival, I can’t help
but think this small
flock singing for me at
work could care less,
they are just happy that
spring is almost here.

, Rt 7, Brooks public supper
April 7, 4:30-6 pm.
Call Bill Guptill 722-3820.
Seniors & kids 6-18 $5, Adults $6.
Hosted by Wilson Grange offers 4
degrees April 20. Call Karen 778-5845
, at Acorn Grange, Cushing April 14,
10:30 am. Call Sherrill Snowdeal 236-3270 Inspection
and 5th Degree.
has donated
dictionaries
to
Ridgeview
Community School for 3 years for
the “Words for Thirds” program
and to all schools in the area for 8
years from a popular public supper
series & other community services
fund raising events.

On the RFD withMainelyAgs
By Jack Strout

Since the ice has been too thin to fish on and there hasn’t been much
to hunt other than that lazy overfed groundhog who is still MIA, I find
myself home bound. During the last 2 weeks bondage, I tore down
two walls in my camp preparing for spring renovations. Honestly
though, I think I was just desperate for more space. When I found
myself contemplating how much lake water I would have to fetch for
fire protection at the camp I realized with stunning clarity that I have
to get out of here or cabin fever will get the best of me or I’ll be
fetching that water and possibly paying arson fires for losing my
camp. If nothing else, I have to get out for a couple hours at least. I
could go for a drive, it is a good time for a supply run. Cash in all the
Bud bottles lying around, buy some new lures and maybe that hunting
rifle everyone is going on about. My hunting attire is getting a bit
shabby too. I am wearing my last pair of good wool pants and the last
hole free sweater. Yes it is definitely time to knock this cabin fever
out with a visit to the old Hunter’s Store where the doors never close.

Disambiguation: attribute an accepted phase to another associated person.

Now on internet

S mall ruminants

are
adaptable to many
different production
systems and can be
raised with relatively
few inputs, but the big
challenge is in the
control of internal
parasites, especially
gastrointestinal
nematodes.
Grazing
animals
ingest infective larvae
from grass and shorter
forages, and these
larvae develop into
adults
in
the
abomasum
(true
stomach)
of
ruminants. The adult
parasites feed on
blood
in
the
abomasum and lay
their eggs, which are
then excreted; the
lifecycle begins again
when the eggs hatch
and larvae develop on
pasture, where they
can be ingested by the
grazing ruminants.
Internal parasites have

become more difficult
to manage in small
ruminants because of
the
parasites’
incresing resistance to
all
available
dewormers. Parasites
affect animal health,
reduce productivity
and increase treatment
costs. Pastures with
heavy stocking rates
in high rainfall regions
are
especially
vulnerable to the
buildup of parasites,
and the cost of internal
parasite
infection
includes treatment
expense,
reduced
weight gain, even
animal death.
A new fact sheet
from the Southern
Consortium for Small
Ruminant Parasite
Control covers several
ways
to
deploy
s u s t a i n a b l e
gastrointestinal
nematode
parasite
control
smart
drenching,
which
includes FAMACHA,
copper oxide wire
particles, condensed
tannin-containing
plants, selection of
resistant breeds, and
other
alternative
methods.
This
publication provides
basic information on
each approach, along
with resources for
training and more
data. The fact sheet is
available as a free
PDF download from
www.sare.org. Select
“Learning Center,”
then “Fact Sheet.”

Mainely Agriculture’s

Summer Issue is devoted
to State Fairs
Houlton to Fryeburg
20,000+ circulation state wide

2012 Product Market Grant Winner

Strengthening Maine’s Economy was the focus of a
discussion panel that convened at the USDA State office here
February 10 hosted by the US Under Secretary Dallas Tonsager and
Congressman Michael Michaud. Among the invited participants was
a small agricultural
business that brokers Maine
grown Alpaca and Sheep fiber to
make textile value added
products. She buys top Maine
fiber each year up to 10,000
pounds of it for making products
at either Bartlettyarns of
Harmony or Jagger Company in
Springvale. The North Yarmouth
fiber buyer has been in business
since 2000 buying fiber that has a
4-6 inch staple and 18-24 microns.
She recently won a $30,000
matching manufacturing grant
from USDA that will benefit some 25 farms she currently buys fiber
from and will send the same to Riteway Scouring of Waldoboro that
will help process the fiber for further refining. Riteway Scouring
itself is a new venture having recently moved equipment into Maine
to processs fiber from New Mexico after owner Mike Fairfield won
a seed grant from the Maine Technology Institute to use this
equipment to recover the additional product, lanolin from the fiber
that is used in other value added products such as creams and lotions.
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The list of round table
participants at the recent USDA
Rural Development discussion at
the state office here mirrors the
current business, agriculture and
industrial activities in Maine lately
in the news. Following remarks
opened up by
Congressman Mike
Michaud, USDA
Rural Development
Under Secretary
Dallas Tonsager
and state director
Virginia Manuel
with notes taken by
congressional
representatives of Senators Snowe
and Collins, Michaud and Pingree,
all speakers had opportunity to
address current issues of need to
strengthen the local business
economic climate in Maine.

Our participant list is
highlighted with a notation after
speakers who have had successes
or continue with ongoing issues for
Her matching grant will mean that $60,000 total will go toward the following reasons at their place
setting up in two phases a market strategy and legal structure, of business, institution or firm:
feasibility study to place the kind of products to come out of such
fiber with high probability of market success. The second phase of
a
the project will be to set up the production and development of pellet manufacturer who does not
producing the same products, “from farm to Main Street” as she terms always have enough raw material
it, in keeping with the theme of her new store opened in Portland at to produce enough pellets;
23 Temple Street. This store has an assortment of goods and edibles
finely crafted domestic made consumer items. And this store also
the pipeline
serves Claudia as a testing ground for selling some of the knit items company trying to build a gas
she already markets and produces that are from the wool of Alpaca pipeline from Richmond to
and sheep or blends of Alpaca/Sheep wools and yarns. Her strategy Madison and currently lacks
is already strengthening parts of the Maine Economy and that was permissions from all the towns in
why she was invited to participate in the round table discussion.
the plan to route the pipeline from
point A to point B;
,
the new owner of the two mills in

PALMYRA - The Beam Farm has hosted the Trail
Riders of Today Club’s annual sleigh rally for many
years. Participants bring their horses to compete in
varied classes from many towns.
The Currier & Ives class is judged on antiquity of
sleighs and costumes. In Reinsmanship, the driver’s
skill is tested. Pleasure classes judge the horses’
gaits and manners. Timed (agility). Junior and
Senior drivers compete with all sizes and breeds of
horses from Minis to Drafts. Spectators and
competitors from from Waldo, Washington,
Somerset
and
Penobscot counties
and occasionally from
Biddeford, Brunswick
and
Aroostook
County.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
“Industry from Agriculture”

ONE COL INCH
Adv is $12
Good Buy,
statewide
Agriculture’s

Farmer Fact # 9:

Stories that link food and jobs. May 5
Advertising/Publicity deadlines

794-2973 ph & fax 965-2332
pvsmilksheep@aol.com

Millinocket and East Millinocket;
a
water
borne
hydo
power
development think tank and

which recently took
ownership of a solar
power production
plant on speculation
from the designing
manufacturer that it
will power many of
the buildings of the
school for the school year and
eventually earn money for the
school from sold electricity. Others
speaking included: Lawrence
Barrett, President Eastern Maine
Community
College;
Beth
Bordowitz, CEO Finance Authority
of Maine; Anthony Buxton,
Attorney for Preti, Flaherty,
Beliveau & Pachios, James
Donnelly, Ex VP, Machias Savings
Bank; John Edwards, Ex VP &
CEO Bangor Savings Bank;
Laurent F. Gilbert Sr., Former
Mayor of Lewiston, Durward
Humphrey, CEO Katahdin Valley
Health Center, John Kerry, Director
of Policy, New England Governor’s
Conference; Andrea Maker,
Attorney for Pierce Atwood,
Ronald Phillips, President Coastal
Enterprises Inc; Claudia Raessler,
owner SuriPaco, LLC; Eloise
Vitelli, Dir of Program & Policy for
Women, Work & Community with
Jerry Whalen, VP for Business
Development of Eastern Maine
Healthcare.

Stetson Tire and Auto Repair
Discount Tires - All Sizes
Located at 1083 Mullen Road

296-3399

Maypole : High pole decorated with flowers, ribbons at May Day for dances.
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LATE NEWS AT PRESS TIME
The offshoot to
of Belfast,
“Journal” died March, 10 after 183
years in business. At the same
time, the survivor to
lately merged with the
and called
were first in
business since 1846 and 1870
respectively. The 100+ year old
now also
folded, has joined two other papers
owned by Village NetMedia
likewise defunct. The publications,
and
an
entertainment paper,
were all folded by the publisher
citing a weak economy. What is
not mentioned on the company
website or in news coverage of the
same are decisions contributing to
mismanagement. Simply, some 56
employees were notified by email
March 10, they had no jobs, no
severance. Owner Richard M.
Anderson has had a mixed review
of decisions leading up to this
demise. As an upstart internet
publisher he arrived in the
midcoast area establishing a news
website in 1997 that gravitated into
print publishing with the start of a
weekly
in
2003 followed by a weekly
in 2004. He closed
the same when he purchased
Courier Publications and its
printing plant to be followed by a
purchase
of
a competing weekly
newspaper with
merging the two as one
and selling off
press.

sense given ownership of the
Rockland based web press and no
need for two presses, fewer
employees along with ending
yet,
competition for
Anderson’s decision to sell his
Rockland based press a year ago
put him in a more strict, crucial
weekly cash flow regime with
employees and new larger printing
bills to pay each week at a
commercial
printing
plant,
elsewhere. The loss of both presses
were seen as perfunctory missteps
for longevity in the printing trades.
Increased newspaper delivery
costs and a weakened economy
also hurt. In January, Anderson
sold the empty printing plant in
Rockland for $500,000 and had until
March 30 to relocate the general
offices from this facility, yet no
new office site had been
forthcoming, news wise. With this
closing of all newspaper
operations, this amount of money
was apparently a stop gap cash
flow sell off measure as Anderson
had recently been in negotiations
for new financial restructuring.
He was quoted that all that, “....fell
apart on March 9.”

Meat plant
opens soon

Watson’s Meats - a well
respected local butcher shop - has
been rebuilding their shop since
the loss of their meat processing
facility late last fall to fire.
Animals owned by customers
were also lost. Shop owner
brothers Jeff and Andy Watson are
At the start, such decisions made 5th generation farmers.
sense given ownership of the sense

Forest Products Awards given two Maine projects
The Trust for Public
Land administered by the
Department of Conservation now
has $8.73 million to purchase land
that not only benefits Maine
recreation but logging interests
also.
A parcel of 11,800 acres on Crocker Mountain
located in Carrabasett Valley has been
purchased with $7 from Plum Creek as a
working forest, with part of the Applalachian
Trail and numerous ATV and bicycle trails to
lakes, ponds and streams with mountain hiking.
The money to buy this and another parcel was
part of a grant from the federal government to
the Maine Dept. Of Conservation (MDOC),
with the urging of the Maine Congressional
delegation. In Madrid Stream township, some
5,808 acres have been purchased with $1.73
million owned by Linkletter Timberlands LLC
of Athens and is a working forest to supply
Linkletter’s pellet manufacturing plant.

This project was ranked as third
for the nation by Forest Legacy
Program for federal fiscal year
2012, officials said. The Crocker
Mountain land, near the Sugarloaf
ski resort, has exceptional
economic, natural resource, and
recreational value for the state. It
is the largest remaining working
forest in the Carrabasset Valley.
Franklin County has the highest
percentage of workers in the forest
products industry in Maine,
meaning that jobs will be
protected as a result of the
acquisition.

along with four miles of the statesanctioned all-terrain vehicle trail
system.

The Orbeton Stream property is
owned and managed by Linkletter
Timberlands that uses the fiber to
supply its pellet mill, Maine’s
largest, directly supporting 40
employees. Protecting the same
will keep these state’s forests in
timber production and also ensure
access for outdoor recreation.,
hunting, fishing, boating and
swimming. The entire Orbeton
Stream parcel is premier native
brook trout habitat and has been
designated by the federal
This land buffers the Appalachian government as critical to Atlantic
Trail, is on snowmobile Route 115 salmon.

Somerset Area
Auctions

Butcher

Somerset Auction Co. Luce’s Meats

Businesses

Grocers

USDA Inspected

8 Main Street Mon-Sat 5-9 Sun 6-9

Rt. 201 Fairfield 207-649-0347
- Private Label
Auction every Monday at 10am Processing for Farmers
Miscellaneous, Cattle, No Anson 366 Emden Pond Rd

Smokehouse

Poultry, Pork, Sheep

Hydraulics
CH

Hydraulic & Hydrostatic
Rebuilding / Sales
Pumps Motors Valves Cylinders
Gear Boxes Hoses & Fittings

591 Ridge Rd. Plymouth

Pizza/Fresh Sandwiches Roadies
Chicken Groceries Beer/Wine
- Alligator Ice - New England Coffee
Irving Gas/Diesel/Off Road Diesel Oil
Oregon Chainsaw Supply
Seasonal Hunting/Fishing
Megabucks-Powerball-Instant Tickets

www.mainefarmsbrand.com

Gas Heating

Sales Propane Service
Commercial and Residential
Pittsfield

487-6622 1 800924-6620
Empire Rinnai
20 # tank exchange
jeffrey.neubauer@
inergyservices.com

Pellet Heating

Linkletter &
Sons, Inc.

Office 654-2237
Cell 858-5010
Pellet
Delivery Fax 654-3250
PO Box 135 Athens 04912

Radiators
Sironen’s
Radiator
Service

Complete radiator/
cooling system
services. Fuel tanks, AC,
aluminum repair,
commerical & industrial.

Tel. 474-2460 Fax 474-2487
25 Merithew Drive, Skowhegan
Rt. 201 No. Waterville Rd.

Regional, Statewide Area Services

Beef, Farm Services

Farrier

Polled Hereford Breeding Stock, cows, calves, bulls.
y All Natural Beef, sides, quarters, whole cut to your specs.
y Livestock Transport
y Light Trucking, farm machinery, hay, straw etc.

Fencing

FENCE CO. 938-2530
“The Professional Fence People”
Commercial * Residential * Viny l * Aluminum
Chain Link * Temporary Rental * Wood * Gates

353 State Rd., Rt 227 Castle Hill, ME 04757
540-7178 C 764-7781 H farmer7781@hotmail.com

SSmall Engine Repairs

Spreading
Brown’s Custom
Spreading
& Lime Sales
State Wide Service

MaineFarrier@gmail.com

Main St. Palmyra 1 888 891-4564

adafence@yahoo.com

Tractors

Good Ads

Equipment

Bangor Truck Equipment
34 Perry Road * Bangor

990-3757 fx 990-1125
Toll Free 1 877–990-3757
w w w .bangortruckequipment.com
John Fahey-Wayne Nason-Dave Therrien

Tractors

Good Ads get
response and
inexpensive Ads
with response is
even better !
contact this
Newspaper.

Welding

Kramer’s Inc.
SIMPSON’S
Small Engine Repair
Lawnmower * Snowblowers * Generators
Serving the Bangor Area over 30 years.
All Work Guaranteed

Agriculture’s
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Agricultural Tractors
Arctic Cat Ariens Gravely
Houle Husqvarna Stihl
New Idea New Holland
2400 W River Rd., Sidney

207 547-3345

- Machine ShopShop & Portable :

Tel & Fax 285-3022

647 Bradford Rd.
Charleston 04422

Silo: Air and water tight container for feed, dry or fermenting green.
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Amish
NEWS

Dairy Producers Reminded of MILC Program
The Maine Farm Service
Agency would like to remind
dairy producers of important
eligibility requirements for
payment under the Milk
Income Loss Contract program
(MILC). Dairy prices may
authorize potential MILC
enrollees need to notify the
local county office with
documentation
showing
eligible milk production and
commercial milk marketing for the months
with a MILC payment rate in effect.

Kitchen rehab

USDA Closing offices in Maine
The Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack has
announced nationwide closings of 131 USDA related Farm Service
Agencies and Natural Resources offices within 90 days, approximately
the first of June as presently proposed.
this will be the Farm
Service Agency in Warren that serves Knox and Lincoln Counties, the
Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) in Augusta that services Kennebec
County and the NRCS, Natural Resource Conservation Service office
in Presque Isle. Calling this measure a blueprint for a stronger service,
it may mean that services will not be curtailed just shuffled by
technicians working out of more cloistered offices els ewhere in Maine
crossing over county lines to react to farmer needs. This is a mandate
of the 2008 Farm Bill that also asks for faster service by the use of
information tech and innovative businesses approach traditions. This
is expected to save $150 million annually.

Western Penobscot
Computers

Dexter

924-0190

www.sselectronics.org

1221 Broadway * Bangor 947-0179
92 Elm St. * Newport 368-2088

dunhamsfurniture.com 1 800 343-2664

TTattoos

Transmissions
A.S.E. Certified
20 Years Experience

Mike’s Transmissions
368-5560 Newport
Tues - Sat, Sunday by appt.

bbstattooco@myfairpoint.net

Mike Chabot 55 Church St
207 924-5530 Dexter

Agriculture’s
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Escargot:

Property line
Diversity Farm’s Alpacas marking colors
Sales, Breeding & Boarding
soon required
Dexter
& Fran
Shepard

359 Lincoln’s
Mills Rd.
Corinna 04928

278-2609 c 251-9178
Diversityfarm@hotmail.com

Roofing Steel

Furniture

CA Anti-Virus
Quality Furniture at Affordable Prices
Web Design & Hosting 183 Spring Street * Dexter 924-3066
23A Spring Street

Waiting on planting season

When producers are enrolled, a payment start
month is selected. This month remains the
same through all program years, unless a
change is requested by the dairy. Dairy
producers are allowed to change their start
month an unlimited number of times
throughout their enrollment . MILC program
participants are also required to comply with
FSA's Adjusted Gross Income requirements
each fiscal year. This certification, on a CCC931, form must be completed prior to a
payment being disbursed. New dairies that
have not previously participated in the MILC
program will need to fill out CCC-580, Milk
Income Loss Contract.

The
Maine Forest Service
wants to establish a
rule for lawfully
posting
property
against trespass by the
use of the color purple
exterior latex paint for
all boundary markings.
Questions? Call 207
287-4906 or liaison
DanBurke@maine.g
ov.

It
will not be long and
farmers of the greater
Somerset County area
will be bringing in
vegetables, crafts and
baked goods to the
roomy old county jail
spaces now taken up
by various farmer
related
business
endeavors
and
craftspeople
downtown. The store
is near the big Indian.

Saw Milling

Cedar is our Specialty
Hemlock - Pine - Cedar Shavings

Activity here is scant,
this time of year but
growers of the region
have a busy market in
season catering to
those wanting fresh.

Mainely Agriculture offers
2 Spring issues each year
Late Spring: Focus Agriculture & Industry
Summer Issue : Always, the State Fairs

Special advert opportunities

GLOBE
PRINTING

Letterheads
278-2520
Billheads
16 Bolstridge Rd. Corinna
Business cards
Tire Sales
Brochures
T Shirts, etc.
39 A Main Street, Lincoln
Stampers
794-2973
Color copies
Screenprinting & Embroidery
Phone & Fax
Raffle tickets
Ts -Jackets -Sweats - Hats
Labels New Office Hours - M-F 9-Noon
Quality Service - Low Prices
Aprons - Totes & more
Indoor Signs & Tuesday, Friday with
852 Dexter Rd., Corinna 04928
Rte 7 Dexter 04930
afternoon appointments
924-7400 Fax 924-7414 278-7740 800 242 2374 Forms
We Deliver 278-3539
info@yodersawmill.com

Dexter Discount Tire

Edible snail, delicacy in French speaking countries.

Widow continues business of log transport,
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harvests, maintenance with higher fuel

Article by Emily Adams
he tradition of log hauler and harvester
Carroll Russell did not end with his unexpected
death last year at the age of 67. His widow,
Cheryl Russell, 62, and her crew have continued
to grease the wheels of the north woods
economy, cutting tree-length logs and
supplying mills from the home base in
Orneville.
(d)
From her home office and attached truck
garage at 466 Lyford Road, Cheryl does the
For this interview, Cheryl was joined by
paperwork associated with Carroll Russell
her cousin, Eddie Herbest, who spent many
Trucking.
years with Carroll, ran his own operation for a
Carroll drove truck for two decades before time, and now drives for a freight company.
going into business for himself in the 1980s. He Some widows might have called it quits and
grew the fleet to 13 and then expanded into liquidated their assets. She did not want or need
harvesting in 2004. He left Cheryl with a to. Beyond her office door, the men knew what
harvester, grapple skidder and delimber that to do. In the home office, she had done the
company’s paperwork.
today would cost $1 million to replace.
Keys to Carroll’s success were his passion
Carroll had downsized to running four to
for trucks, patience to work on them, an ability
to improvise, a good rapport with his workers, five trucks this time last year. He passed away
March 30, 2011, as a result of a heart attack. The
and a tireless work ethic.
Peterbilts were his favorite trucks. They crew worked the remaining two weeks, then
were easy to work on, the cabs were tight, they mud season started.
Cheryl is running three trucks, currently,
took a beating and they still held their value.
The trucks have 475 and 550 h.p. Cat and 515 h.p. and two more are road ready. The business
Detroit engines. The Stairs and Manac trailers supports her and provides work for the crew.
have triple axles. Log loads are limited to Family is part of that, including 22-year-old
102,000 lbs. on public ways. Off road, loads grandson, Bradley Brown, and son-in-law,
weigh up to 175,000-200,000 lbs. on the private Chad Grant, nephew Jason Gerrish and
network of woods roads. Carroll had a dedicated employee and friend Ron Martin and
reputation for hauling big roads without Roscoe Green. Her other son-in-law, Danny
Brown, who has his own trucking business and
running oversized trailers.
The company cuts for Great Northwoods, who had lost his father only two weeks prior to
LLC and hauls to various mills. Tree-length Carroll’s death, also joined in with a helping
logs leave the Baxter State Park and Ragmuff hand to haul wood with his own trucks.
regions and head west along the Golden Road
The weather this winter has not been good
right to Saint-Zacharie, Quebec where there is
for
harvesting.
Warm weather and rains kept
a sawmill, D&G, and another mill to the north
the ground wet and unfrozen. Land managers
in Daaquam.
are quick to shut down operations to prevent

$ REWARD $

. Cars
. Trucks
. Appliances
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shifts means it makes more economic sense
to stay away from home during the week
rather than commute. That lifestyle limits the
pool of interested workers.
The Carroll Russell Trucking camp
consists of house trailers owned by Great
Northwoods, LLC on Ragmuff Road near
Mile 57 on the Golden Road. They have
electricity, so they can warm their meals in a
microwave, and satellite TV. They can get
cellphone service near the camp. Some
camps have satellite internet service.

March (and, on rare occasions, April) it is a race
against time, cramming as much woods work into
a week before mud season, then hoping the
ground will dry out enough by June—in a bad
year well into July—so work can start again. It
means long days for woods people.

rolls with pies and cookies. The men spend
Monday and Tuesday nights at the camp,
return home Wednesday night, return to the
woods Thursday morning, stay Thursday
night, and then go home and spend Friday,
Saturday and Sunday nights with their
families. Fridays and Saturdays are spent
doing maintenance and repairs on equipment.
Some woods camps might have a cook
house, but not sleeping quarters for everyone.
Some drivers sleep in the sleeper of their
trucks.

207-848-2903

..
.

PO Box 206 - Carmel, ME

.

Chain Link Fence
PVC Fence Wood Fence
Steel / Wood Guard Rails
Electric Gate Openers & Access Control
Iron & Aluminum Ornamental Fences
Industrial
& Commercial Woven Wire Fence
Visit us at: www.newcombfence.com

..

.

.

On Sundays, Cheryl cooks two days’
worth of food for the crew: roasts, lasagna,
American chop suey, or a boiled dinner and

When Eddie was a crane operator he used to
remark that, instead of working “day and night”
as mud season approached, the woods crew would
work night and day, starting at nine o’clock at
night and working when temperatures were still
cold enough to keep the unpaved roads from
Maneuvering a truck in the woods takes
forming deep ruts. They might have to be off the
road by 12 noon. Or, if temperatures stayed cold, some getting used to. Turning them around
they could continue. They would cram 70 or 80 in tight situations, getting up hills in the
wintertime or, failing that, backing them up
hours into four-and-a-half days.
without leaving the road is not easy for
Other times of the year it is not unusual for newcomers. When trucks did not have power
woods workers to get up at four or five o’clock in steering, driving was an arm-aching task.
the morning, sometimes as early as two or three.
Years ago the labor was more labor
The people in this industry want to do this kind
of work, but getting manpower can be difficult. intensive. Fortunately for Carroll, he was not
The remoteness of the job site and nature of the afraid of hard work. Eddie remembers him

207-848-2795

. Copper
. Brass
. Aluminum

IDEAL
RECYCLING INC.
Minutes from Bangor on Rte 2, Carmel 679-7077

damage to the land such as ruts
caused when the ground cannot
support heavy equipment.
Winter shutdowns force land
managers to alter plans they
made back in the summer when
they set up the lots that were
supposed to be cut in the winter,
assuming the ground would be
frozen. Balmy weather can force
operations to get redirected to
areas that would normally
otherwise be cut in the
summertime. From freeze-up
until break-up in the spring in

368-4443

East
Newport

930-7027

Stipend: Typical, seasonal pay for small farmers in Maine.
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upending four-foot logs by hand into the river feeding the Great
Northern mill in Millinocket. In the winter, truckers would drive onto
the ice and unload on the ice. There is a 1959 photo of the truck he drove
after leaving high school in the ninth grade. He did not stray far from
his Derby and Orneville roots. He loved the woods and trucks and had
no desire to do anything else.
Cheryl was from this area, too. She worked for Dexter Shoe Co.
for 25 years and did payroll manually before transitioning to Carroll’s
operation full-time. They married in 1965 and had two daughters, Bonnie
and Crystal, who each have two children. Twentysomething Carroll
stayed at Eddie’s grandparents’ great, big farmhouse up the hill from
where Carroll and Cheryl eventually settled. Calvin “Sonny” Herbest
was a year older than Carroll and was his best friend.
For the first two
decades of his career,
Carroll drove for other
operators
(Nelson
Rublee,
Richard
Dority,
Tinker
Burchill and, for ten
years, Paul Foulkes).
He always knew he
would have his own
trucks some day. His
employees included
Sonny Herbest, Ralph
Herbest, Danny Royal,
Fred Spaulding, Kevin
Royal, Henry Heal,
Eric Young and many

others. Henry was a
favorite because he
and Henry had both
worked for Foulkes
and were both cut from
the same cloth: diehard truckers.
When Carroll got
into harvesting, he had
a general idea of what
it involved and could
do most of the repairs.
He had concluded that
expanding
into
harvesting was worth
the extra revenue
despite the added
responsibilities.
The
biggest
challenge in this
industry over the years

has been the rising cost
of fuel. Operators are
lucky these kinds of
trucks get 3.5 mpg;
none of them get over
4.5 mpg. A sharp hike
in
gas
prices
compounds matters,
because
operators
scramble to change
their own prices to
keep pace.
The
number of mills
buying lumber has
declined with the loss
of stud mills in Milford
and Passadumkeag.
The prices paid by
Quebec mills leave
room for profit. But the
money to be made is
not what it was a
decade ago. The
woods industry started
to show signs of
contracting in 2005.

Cow Team Road

Agriculture’s
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Mutton Lane

Negative changes
in the economic
climate have included
a less personable
banking
culture.
Cheryl does not have
to worry about that,
since her equipment is
paid for. But, looking
back, younger bank
agents seemed less
approachable and less
flexible than the old
timers were, even
toward operators who
lived within their
means
to
make
equipment payments.

Cabbage : Cruciferous plant of various edible varieties with compact head.
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Soy growers in your area?
Raw soybeans contain several anti nutritional
compounds which at first mention, may seem
to run counter in adding it as a supplement to
cattle, pig, goat or sheep feed but as with all
things, moderation is key to adding any
supplement in your overall feed program. The
good thing about soy is a grower may likely
allow a small livestock holder to drive a
pickup under a harvester that needs cleaning
out at this time of year and
the resulting amount
dumped into barrels could
last several years in future
use for small livestock
owners. Soy is now a major
US crop sold to China.

Anti-trypsin is the
main enzyme that breaks
down protein in the gastro
intestinal tract. If fed raw,
soy should only become a
tiny “salt and pepper” feed
approach. We know from
experience with our sheep,
that too much raw bean will
cause an animal to go off
standard feed until the body
has time to pass the excess
soy oils ingestion. We
thereby suggest just a wee
sprinkle
supplement
approach to various feeds in
your available feed such as crimped oats mixed
with ground corn/barley and/or a molasses
livestock feed for sheep and goats. Tractor
Supply carrys a cheap “livestock” mix. Not
good if fed alone but good as an additional
additive mix. We also mix in medicated pellets

for the benefit of that tiny amount of a the
variety pelleted food source processing and
limiting /lowering the medication.
When and if you take time to roast soy, just
how much to roast, we have no experience with
but are told that prior anti nutritional
compounds are mitigated with cooking in a
bean roaster and could invite larger portion
allowances. As soy is
high in fat, soy oil has a
fairly low saturation
value for non ruminants.
Pigs fed whole cooked
beans at above 10% of the
normal ration will grow
properly, but the carcass
fat will be soft/runny
from reports of pig
growers on the web.
Logic taken then for
pigs, again is something
less than 5% of total
amount fed - the salt and
pepper approach cooked or uncooked.
Likewise,
feeding
cooked or uncooked soy
to dairy animals can
result in off flavors in
aged cheese, but other
than that, the fodder is
great for ruminants, high
in protein and fat (energy). A soy oil residue is
a filler with little or no fat and again is high in
protein and comes with none of the above
problems and this can be ordered at most feed
stores as “cull soy shells. “

Maine Agriculture 2012 teacher of the year

Erik Wade, the science and math
teacher for grades 6,7 & 8 at Hope Elementary
has been named the 2012 MAITC Teacher of
the year with an announcement by Ag
Commissioner Walter Whitcomb at the AG
Trades Show, January 11.
His work to
develop a school-wide composting program as
well as the integration of a garden and
greenhouse has earned this recognition. Mr
Wade has adapted lessons that include
concepts from the garden project into all 3
grade levels and align to the state and national
standards. His students have designed raised
beds, presented them to the school board, and
planted a variety of vegetables in 2011 with
flowers. They study pollination, plant systems,
botany and the water cycle. A parent group
meets after school to support the program in
AUGUSTA – There were 52 logs; 40 workshops to be examined for signs
volunteers; 8 trees from 8 different of the insect, and asked land owners to spring and summer to water and weed.

Bark-Peeling Shows No Sign of Invasive Insect
sites; 7 landowners; 2 workshops; and
best of all, no emerald ash borer. The
Maine Forest Service, Maine
Department of Conservation, finished
up its bark-peeling project to look for
evidence of the invasive insect,
emerald ash borer (EAB). The results
were just what MFS entomologists
were hoping for. After peeling 52 logs
down to the cambium, or living layer,
the volunteers found no tell-tale signs
of the harmful EAB that is threatening
Jennifer Neptune displays Maine’s forests, officials said.
strips of brown ash used to Seven landowners from central
create miniature baskets. Maine, who earlier this year created
Insect emerald ash borer, tree traps to look for emerald ash bordestroys ash, essential to er, brought wood samples to the two
the native traditional craft.

volunteer to make tree traps for EAB
by girdling a tree, or stripping bark
from around an ash tree. Girdling the
tree causes the tree to become stressed
and release chemicals attractive to the
insect.
The tree-girdling project grew out of
efforts of the Black Ash Task Force,
a collaboration of the MFS, University of Maine, Maine Indian Basketmakers Alliance and the U.S. Forest
Service and members of the Penobscot Nation EAB, has not been found
in Maine. Nationally, ash borer has
killed thousands of trees.

Your Advert in color gets noticed.

His award was presented at the Maine
Agriculture in the Classroom annual meeting
by Commissioner of Education, Stephen
Bowen. In June 2012, Erik will travel to the
National AITC Conference in Loveland,
Colorado.
MAITC has as its mission to promote
understanding of agriculture and natural resources
with children, educators and the public. Contact:
Willie Grenier 287-5522.
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newleafnaturals.org Exclusive Life’s Fortune All Natural Multi-vitamins & minerals
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A local, natural market
To serve you!

951 W Main Street
Dover-Foxcroft, ME
207 564-0095
kttoothfairy@yahoo.com
N.E. Denture Center Location:
12 Stillwater Ave., Bangor

Hermon 848-6620
www.tedmcleodwaterwells.com
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Feeds
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New England Organics
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Small Engine Equipment
Exceptional Products for
Exceptional Results.
435 Chain Saw

Homemade Soups, Breads,
Salads, Gourmet Coffees
215 Depot Str., Unity, ME 04988

* Features: X-Torq engine Smart
Start & LowVibe
* Air Injectionremoves up to
97% of debris before it enters
the filter
www.chasetoysinc.com
* 41 cc. 2.2 hp, 9.3 lbs without
CHASE TOYS, INC.
Bar & chain, 16”
417 Thorndike Rd.
bar

Price....$269.95

Unity, ME 04988
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Scot and Christine Adams, have many goals for their operation at Moonshadow
Farm. “But our primary goal,” says Scot, “is to have fat and happy cows.” In achieving
that goal, the Adams’ have placed a high priority on conservation that benefits not only
their livestock, but the
land, as well. Practices
such as erosion control
measures, improvements
in water management,
and rotational grazing
are examples of why the
supervisors at Somerset
County Soil and Water
Conservation District
selected the Adams as
2011
Outstanding
Farmers of the Year.
Scot & Christine
Adams started their 124acre farm, in Starks in
1997, with one beef
animal and one goat. As
the operation grew, and
they learned more, one
cattle breed intrigued
Scot more than most.
“While I respect all cattle
breeds,” Scot admitted,
“I have a passion for Belties.”
“Belties”, or Belted Galloways, have been in the country since the 1940s. A Scottish
Highland breed, they are easily identified by the wide white belt around their middles.
They are of smaller stature and produce lean meat. The Belted Galloways come in three
colors; black, dun, and red. Hardy, adaptable, and unique, the breed has enjoyed
increased popularity in recent years. Part of the reason for the Belted Galloway’s
increase in visibility in Maine is Scot Adams. Showing at fairs, cattle shows, and
national sales appeals to his competitive nature, and winning ribbons promotes the
breed. “I want our herd to be the best in the country,” says Adams. “Visibility is key,”
he says. “We can now sell at auction via webcam over the internet. Moonshadow Farm
cattle have been sold to buyers all over the country.” Adams takes pride in the fact that
the Moonshadow name is attached to the genetics of national champions. Promoting
not only the Belted Galloway cattle breed, but Maine beef overall, Scot serves on the
Board of Directors for the Maine Beef Producers Association. “Maine lobster is
identified as the best in the world,”
says Adams. “There’s no reason
why Maine beef can’t have that
same distinction.”

haul,” says Scot, “but the average age
of today’s farmer is fifty-seven.
We’ve worked hard to make
Moonshadow Farm what it is. I want
that to continue.”
Helping teach the 4-H
group to raise calves,
show and compete in
the ring, and attend
sales has additional
benefits. “We get four
vacations every year,”
says
Christine,
“showing cattle at fairs.
And we love it.”
Scot and Christine
will
have
the
opportunity in a few
weeks to show their
cattle at the 2012
National
Belted
Galloway Sale in
Fryeburg, Maine, April
26-30.
As Belted
Galloway Breed
Representative for the
national sale, Scot sees
the event as an opportunity to not only
promote the breed but to take time to
help with the youth show.

A new report
indicates that hardwood
growth is 16.6 percent higher
than in 1995 for 351 million
tons, says the James W. Sewall
Company, a natural resource
consulting firm from Old
Town. With growth exceeding
harvests on a statewide basis
by 6 percent, this growth has
occurred at a time when pulp
and paper mills around the
state have been significantly
increasing consumption of
hardwood pulpwood for the
past several decades. The
Sewall report nonetheless
expresses concern about
regional
differences
in
hardwood harvesting. It notes
that southern and western
forests in Maine, particularly
south and west of Waterville,
are growing faster than they
are being harvested; that in
eastern Maine, harvest and
growth
essentially
are
balanced; and in northern

Maine, harvests are exceeding
growth.. According to the
report, Maine’s hardwood
inventory is made up of 45
percent maple, 23 percent
birch, 11 percent poplar/aspen
and smaller percentages of
oak, beech, ash and other
commercial species. The
analysis examined harvesting
on 17.06 million acres of
private, state and local
timberlands. It also is focused
on the traditional hardwood
roundwood resources of saw
logs and pulp wood. It did not
address the harvesting of nontraditional fiber volumes, such
as early thinnings and logging
residuals now left in the
woods as sources of energy,
from biomass boilers to liquid
fuels. A 2008 report written
by the Maine Forest Service
has indicated these resources
can contribute to a stronger
and expanded forest economy.

Hancock
Family Farm

Feed Store

Locksmith
Peter W. Brown

Potato squash pumpkin honey
Corn maize berries in season u pick
No. Blue Hill 374-9903

Raising quality beef in a
sustainable way starts with the
land. As beginning farmers,
assistance,
guidance
recommendations given through
Automobi
the USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS)
helped prioritize projects and plan
for improvements. “Working with
NRCS made our vision a reality –
and that’s huge.” Participating in
programs with Somerset County NRCS field office, Scot and Christine have addressed
multiple conservation issues on the farm. They looked at managing roof water runoff
through a unique system that was engineered to prevent erosion, heavy use areas,
rotational grazing, and additional conservation planning has also contributed to the
stress-free atmosphere the Adams’ want their cattle to enjoy. “How can cattle be happy
when they’re standing knee deep in mud?” says Christine. “The heavy use areas are
better for our herd’s health and better for the land.”
Fence Services
Christine Adams manages the feeding and genetics program at the farm. “Genetics
is an interesting thing,” she says. “We try to replicate success, but it doesn’t always
work.” The herd of approximately thirty swells to nearly fifty in the summertime.
Christine keeps a close eye on the number of animals on the farm, making sure they Robert Berry,
maintain a controllable number. “We both have full time jobs off the farm,” says Scot.
Cedar Split
“We find it best to keep the herd size manageable.” Another important part of managing, Prop. Rail Fencing
says Scot, is to work with the animals on a regular basis. “We want them to be tame,
not wild. We spend hours getting them used to being brushed and combed, plus walking Handmade & Hand
Split Rail & Posts
with a harness and lead rope.” This handling and training pays off during cattle shows
rusticrail@localnet.com
and competitions, but also serves another important aspect of agriculture to the owners
354 Rt. 168 Winn
of Moonshadow Farm. Scot and Christine have a strong commitment to education and
736-3018
youth involvement and are active in their local 4-H chapter. “I’m in farming for the long

www.SurryGeneralStore.com

No. Penobscot

A
Winning
Deal
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Small Engines

ROGER’S

Roger Trott
794-6620

Small Engine Repair
260 Main St.
Lincoln

Copy
C

GLOBE
PRINTING

Food Store

39 A Main Street, Lincoln

794-2973
Phone & Fax
Office Hours - M-F 9-Noon
& Tuesday, Friday with
afternoon appointments

Leather Work

J & S Stables

14 Mechanic St. Lincoln
ph 794-6411 fx 794-6404

Welding
Agricultural
&
Industrial

Horse, cattle and pigs
732-5366
710 Dodlin Rd.

Enfield

Cell 290-1917(1918)

Winn Equipment & Parts
POB 147

Eugenics: Science of improving offspring by selection of parent blood lines.
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to garner provincial support and mirror to the future of the
has garnered direct words of geography of such a new highway.
support from Quebec and New
Brunswick public leaders.

Continued from page one

is among
the first to relate that Cianbro CEO
Peter Vigue has been a one man
show in his several years’ attempt
to get state planners, the public,
legislators, citizens and, the
Department of Transportation to
look at new road building in terms
of need, creating new work and
improving Maine’s transportation
needs or failure for north, south,
east and west. Vigue and now
Senator Thomas and mbers of the
LePage appointed Transportation
Committee think this is a great
potential boon for Maine’s
geography, so close to Quebec,
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
The fact that no direct east west
road exists or has existed for so

At a hearing held February 14 in
Augusta, some of the first words
of discontent
against the
proposed project were voiced
outside the hearing location by a
few
calling
themselves
“Defending Water for Life”. This,
despite any previous public
release that any engineered design
for the new road will ever disrupt
waterways, streams, ponds or
lakes within a heretofore non
public route plan. Contrary to all
road building is little if any
disruption of waterways and the
inherent extra construction costs
for more bridges than necessary
or added costly road maintenance
and environmental causes to delay
construction. The full road plan
is also a closely held design at
present as would all private toll
road projects remain until all
rights of way and land purchases
many years, points out an are secured and the feasibility
economic planning oversight of grade study is completed.
major proportions. Long ago a
proposal to send drivers south west There was some critique coming
along an improved Rte 2 was within the hearing from the
fought by northern agricultural president of the Maine Rail
interests and mile wise did not Transit Coalition, Tony Donovan,
really save miles, no matter if it when he indicated he did not
seemed politically satisfactory to know of any goods that are so
southern Maine interests. A more important to ship it would be
central and new road as the crow worth building such an expensive
flies would speed goods and save road. This coming from a rail
petroleum for all concerned in spokesman
knowing
that
northern and central Maine, historically the only east west
transversing some 2/3 thirds of the transport arm across Maine
state’s territory. Vigue has hosted presently is the former CP rail line
or visited public officials in now managed by the Maine,
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Montreal and Maritimes Rail
Brunswick, and New Found Land Road Company and is likely a rail
to garner provincial support and

- Cianbro CEO Peter Vigue

“Maine has every potential to
become the Northeast trade
gateway...”
(between
our
neighbors on the east west, north
and south), Vigue testified. Long
a proponent for no longer placing
Maine at the end of the line to
north south transport and
investment thinking, such a
highway says Vigue would upend
that economic negativity and fire
up faster transport schedules and
save petroleum costs long term.

Among those speaking in support
of the investor grade study were

We buy used guns

207 285-3467 991-4435c
Tractors
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M

Montana

y
y
y

TRACTORS

Old Town 827-1903
www.brucestractorsales.net

60 Fowler Rd.

-
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1360 Bennoch Rd.

Orrington
Corinth
Stillwater
ph 825-3317
ph 285-7977
ph 837-8088
fx 825-3133
fx 285-7980
fx 827-85-61
cresentlumber@gmail.com cresentlumber.com
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On Thursday of that week the Committee
voted to send the bill to the Senate and House
for consideration and informed the public the
exact route of the proposed highway would
be part of the study plan for a highway that
would potentially cost between $1-2 billion to
construct.

LD 1671 would approve an
estimated $300,000 in the study’s
funding that the bill’s sponsor
Sen. Doug Thomas calls an
investor-grade study, the fee for
which to come from federal
sourcing. Vigue says such a
project investor study would ID
assets such as utilities wanting
access east west across Maine for
electric
wire
transmission,
Internet, pipelines etc. Such
investors would potentially help
pay for the project long term with
tolling to keep Maine state taxes
lowered.
The example of
continued tolls along the Maine
Turnpike many years after the
initial cost of the highway was
paid off has been cited by Gov.
Paul LePage as another source to
fund this project and a logical
source for funding.

Eastern Penobscot
Auction
Service
A

the Associated Builders of Maine and
representatives of lodging and small
businesses near the proposed corridor. A
spokesman for the Maine Motor Transport
Association, Tim Doyle, said truckers would
save hundreds of dollars if such a road existed
each trip. Vigue has kept the Cianbro project
design close to his vest but informed the
hearing attendees the road will avoid built up
areas yet be near the same to both serve all to
and from travel and like any major highway
speed all goods and services economically,
much like an interstate with short cut routing.

Caron Signs
41 Dave’s Way
Hermon 04401
207 848-7889
Fax 848-7886
Info@caronsigns.com
www.caronsigns.com
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Classified boxes $10 CI
Inside pages $12 CI
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Lacking common taste or style. New word of this decade.

Contacts:
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Windsor Fairgrounds * Windsor, Maine

Northeast Livestock Expo
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crane operators and like the drivers who now get unloaded by the two crane operators, there have had to be changes in
the old ways. The upright locations on each truck must now accommodate the larger grapple the huge crane has fitted
to unload. When all trucks are finally modified, it should take just two grapples to unload each truck end for end, the
way loads already come into the yard with log tops facing each other as loaded on the yards of the many local wood
lots. Previously, two portable slashers with loaders moved about the lumber yard sizing and grading, sawing and loading,
reloading logs for processing at the mill and stacking them in rows such as pictured in the background here. A process
of loading, unloading slashing, reloading into stacks to be moved one more time to the mill was needed. Now everything
working in a circle at the foot of the crane goes to the mechanized slasher which sizes cuts ends and moves by conveyor
to bins logs of differing lengths for processing at the mill nearby. Some 6-8 steps removed completely with fewer
operators, less equipment, less maintenance, less fuel. Not often a neat appearing method in the past. Many steps were
taken long before mill
operators even saw logs
come in ready for
dimension production. The
crane has eliminated quite a
few pieces of aging
equipment subject to
breakdown and a slower
production pace and offers
a neater stacked appearance
to the overall yard layout. A
very dramatic circular pile
of logs to passers by.
Surprisingly, the majority
of the spruce that comes
into Pleasant River Lumber
is taken within an 80 mile
radius of Dover-Foxcroft,
making this a highly
productive part of Maine
for this species of log, not to
mention the other types of
wood harvested upon the
same lots and yards that go
to other local mills for other
product manufacture such
as biomass, firewood,
hardwood lumber, veneer
and more.
While the Brochu brothers
kept the actual cost of
moving the crane into their
operation
here
to
themselves they indicated a
brand new version of the
same would be $1.5 million
if purchased from the
factory and they have
further
crunched
the
numbers and the costs to
maintaining the previous
portable slashers, loaders
and other former equipment
to know their crane will turn
a quick payback to the
changes it will help bring
about.
Perhaps like the crane itself, Pleasant River Lumber will soon dominate Maine home construction lumber
manufacture as boldly as the crane itself takes that image in the here and now.

Aroostook
Outbuildings
Smyrna Sheds, LLC

Food Stores

Custom Portable Structures
8 x 8 up to 12 X 32

2836 Rte. 2 Smyrna Mills 04780

757-7265

60 State St. Presque Isle
ph 762-2200 fx 762-6050

Military St. Houlton
ph 532-7804 fx 762-6050
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Lemming: Small mouselike rodent of far north.
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OUT ON A LIMB

Wikipedia picture North American Wood Duck
A look at Wildlife Trees
for your Woodlot

A look at wildlife trees
for your wood lot
By Gordon Moore
District Forester

Norma Shaw flanked by Gov. Paul LePage, husband Bernard flanked by Ag Commissioner
Walter Whitcomb an.d various farm family members at 71st Ag Trades Show in January

Shaw family noted for 2012 Distinguished Service Award
Aroostook potato farmers
Norma and Bernard Shaw, have received the
2012 Distinguished Service Award presented
by Agricultural Commissioner Walter
Whitcomb at the Ag Trades Show in January.
The award is given to the Shaws as lifetime
advocates for Maine Agriculture. Whitcomb
noted, “I am very pleased to present this award
to the Shaws, two of the most accomplished,
yet humble, contributors to Maine’s agriculture
community.” The natives of Limestone also
heard Whitcomb say, “Their years of service
and ability to focus on the positive are
something we all should emulate.”

80s from serving 20 families to more than 900
needy people.

A lifelong farming advocate, Bernard
served as Maine Agriculture Commissioner
from 1988 - 1996. He held positions with
numerous Ag organizations, including the
Maine Potato Council, Maine Potato Board,
Aroostook County Extension Service, National
Potato Promotion Board, and the Agricultural
Bargaining Council, in addition to representing
Maine for many years at The Big E - The
Eastern States Exposition. At the state level,
he also served for eight years on the Land for
Maine’s Future Board, and was director of the
The couple are married 61 years and ran a Finance Authority of Maine. At the local level,
successful farm raising 3 children while Bernard was a member of the Limestone
maintaining volunteer work with local, state school and planning boards.
and national organizations and as
administrators of Windsor Fair, work with the
Augusta Food Bank helping to expand it in the

Snow Pack Historic low
Maine’s snowpack
was at its lowest levels
historically, according
to this year’s Maine
Cooperative Snow
Survey. The results
can be described in
one word, according
to Robert Johnston,
Maine
Geological
Survey (MGS) as
“Sparse.” Only 14 of
59
sites
had
measurable snow, the
geologist said with 17
recording a trace of
snow, which amounts
to about one-third of
an inch of snow, while
the remaining 28 sites

had no snow at all. The
overall water content
throughout the state,
was in the lowest 10
percent of historic
measurements.
Conducted for several
decades to determine
potential
flooding
forecast models. Data
is shared with the
Maine Emergency
Management Agency
and county emergency
officials and also
among Maine hydro
companies to hold or
release reservoirs.
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This sure has been
a weird winter, if we can
call it winter. More of a
long late fall into early
spring
season.
Considering the roads
and timber market
conditions right now, I
figure it’s a good time to
make end of the run
inspections on timber
harvests. Right now is a
very good time to be out
looking at harvests
which were conducted
during the winter and
cruising through your
woodland in general.
The snow is low, you
may not even need
snowshoes, (skiing may
be a bit rough) and there
is no leaf cover to hide
things.
During
my
inspections it has been
striking me that loggers
seem to have gotten the
message when it comes
to wildlife trees. Leaving
wildlife trees in place
during a timber harvest
is one of the places in
which we can have a real
beneficial effect on
wildlife. Consider the
Wood Duck. About 1930
many people believed
the beautiful little wood
duck would go extinct.
Then a guy named Frank
Bellrose began to look

into the life history of the
bird. What he found was
just common sense. We
had been pretty busy
building farms and
cutting trees to build
houses and moving all
that wood around
(mostly by water in the
early days) that we
hadn’t noticed that we
had taken a lot of the big
timber right along the
water ways. Before we
took most of it, that big
timber would naturally
decline due to old age
and develop cavities
many times where old
branches had died,
decayed and broken off
leaving
a
hollow.
Sometimes
wood
peckers had made
excavations into the
center of larger trees and
that left a hollow area in
the stem. The key thing
here was the size of the
tree. Wood ducks may
be small compared to us,
but they need a hollow in
the tree about one foot
by one foot with an
opening about four
inches across. They
would also prefer that
the opening be up fairly
high on the stem, this
calls for a pretty big old
tree. Now Mr. Bellrose
figured out the Ms.
Wood Duck would set
up housekeeping in a
box if it was in the right
location and had the right

view. This helped a lot
with that extinction
problem, but the real key
to the re-establishment
of the Wood Duck was
allowing timber to grow
to maturity along our
water ways and thereby
allowing for the creation
of natural cavities where
the Wood Duck could
thrive. Now the Wood
Duck is only one of a
large number of wild
things that use tree
cavities for nesting as
well as many other
functions in there daily
lives. We only know a
part of the importance of
the effects of these
functions on things that
we depend on from the
forest. We know it’s
important not to remove
all cavity trees from the
forest. And these cavity
trees remain important
even when they fall
down. I won’t go into all
that right here, just take
my word for it, its
important. So now here
come the foresters and
loggers, how do we deal
with all this now.

Having your forester
mark wildlife trees
and/or give loggers
direction as to the
importance of leaving
these artifacts in place is
a good start.
You don’t really need to
leave all that many on a
given acre so you really
aren’t loosing that much
income. The benefits to
wildlife will benefit you
as well. There are ways
that Maine Forest
Service
District
Foresters can help you to
consider wildlife trees
and how to manage them
during a timber harvest.
You can find your local
Maine Forest Service
Forester by going to the
Forest Service Web site
www.maineforestservice.
gov and look for your
district or call (207) 287-

2791 or 1-800-367-0223.

PO Box 1343, Ellsworth 04605
julia@onewomanstudio.com

The Maine Agency of
Farm Family Insurance
We have an agent near you.
Tom Foster
Dan Foster
659 Church Hill Rd.
Augusta

Miller Associates

Andy Daigle

636 US Rt 1 Box 7
Scarborough

400 Main Street
Madawaska

207.510-6301

207.726-4348

Todd Walker

Randy Lincoln

2 Main Street
Richmond

24 North Street
Houlton

207.737-4200

207.532-2016

Jane Nelson

Eric Hart
John Heller

207.622-4646
Ron Kofstad
26 Rice Street
Presque Isle

207.764-5645
Mike Fitzpatrick
309 Main Street
Brewer

207.989-8880
Greg Warren
60 Main Street
Bucksport

207.469-7322

913 Main Street
Vassalboro

207.680-2520
800.839-4435

20 Main Street
Livermore Falls

207.597-2500
Patrick
McLaughlin
PO Box 32
Alfred

207.490-0918

www.farmfamily.com

Legend: Non historical/unverifiable story handed down by tradition.

laoreet eu, dapibus
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Energy Loans &
Grants
Available
BANGOR - Funding
BANGOR - Funding is
available to Ag producers to
make energy-efficiency and
renewable-energy changes.
Loans and grants through
the Rural Energy for America Program (REAP) are
guaranteed loans, and/or
with grants, can be used for
development & construction
of energy systems and efficiency improvement projects. Grants can fund up to
25% of eligible project costs,
and loan/grant combinations fund up to 75%. For
more information, contact
Beverly Stone, in Bangor, at
990-9168 .
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interdum porta tinciodio et pede. Mor- odio et pede. Mor- dunt. Mauris vitae

Kenneth
Mulder Seminar from
am
at
Bumps
Room,
Memorial Union, U
Maine on
The new 2012
Common Ground Fair
poster design is available
for sale for fair goers and
readers wanting the $10
artwork for their walls.
The Veazie, Maine artist
Lindsey Monroe Marston
and
,
used garlic scapes as the
,
theme in full color and
lithography.
Go to
, 6:30
store@mofga.org
to
order or call 568-4142 or pm to 9 pm FYI 207fax 568-4141,
942-7396 800-287-1485

PO Box 99 22 Horseback Rd. Burnham
Always Buying & Consigning
Consignment Sales Every Sunday * Estate Sales
1 800 254-2214 h-b@uniets.net
207 948-2214 www.houstonbrooks.com

tortor,eleif end est

tortor,eleifend est

This Advert
size just $5.
in Classifieds

152 Rockland Rd., Washington
845-2480

. A day long
event featuring a variety classes focused on
gardening, forestry
and rural life. Administered by the Waldo
County Extension Association and co-sponsored by MOFGA.
The event will take
place
in
Thorndike and will be
a fundraiser for a local
scholarship given to
graduating
Waldo
County high school
students
pursuing
higher education. For
more
information,
contact the Extension
office at 1-800-2871426

Ford,

limted to 8, TBA
Location.
fee $35
same fee.
C o n t a c t :
colleen.hoyt@maine.
edu
1800 287-1471
sponsored by UMCE
and Maine Sheep
Breeders Association

sponsored
by NRCS and UMCE,
$15 including lunch
C o n t a c t :
www.umaine.edu.live
stock/mgfn
Maine
Grass
Farmers
Network
with
Pineland
Farms
Natural Meats, Maine
Beef
Producers,
with Kevin UMCE and Northeast
$100, class Hearing & Speech will
host speaker

Tanja N. Ebel, D.V.M.
- Your horse’s health is our business Farm Calls - Hospitalization - Emergencies
Tel. 207 525-4596 452 Goshen Road
Tanjatab@yahoo.com Winterport, ME

- Cockshutt 30 -

Buy the paint and decals
1326 Exeter Rd., (Rte. 11 & 43) Exeter

379-2900 1 800 453-3337

Maine’s largest supplier of Poulin Grain & Pet Food

Hardware * Electrical * Plumbing * Tarps
Tools * Grass Seed * Fertilizer & Soil * Mulch
Pet Supplies * Electric Fence Supplies
Gates * Corral panels * Wood Pellets & Much more...

Hours: Mon-Fri 7-5 / Sat 8-12
delivered by

Corn King USA
Farm & Home
Russ Dodge
Agway
Estrella’s Feed
Family Market
Feed Depot
Store
Hoof’n It Tack
Horse Stuff
Katahdin Trails
Lyman’s Supply
McK’s Variety

General Store
Morse Grain Shed
Newcomb’s in
Outlet Store
Roger’s Market
Shirley General
Smart’s Hwde
The Potting Shed
3Rivers Feed
Toot’s Deli
William’s General

Agriculture’s

Farmer Fact

to these feed dealers:

#15:

Persimmon:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

All new hydraulics
New 6 V battery
Rebuilt Generator
Rebuilt Starter
Rebuilt Carburetor
New front tires
All new fluids drained twice and installed
New tube in rear tire treads good
Will be using to move snow until sold
Asking $4,500
Raymond Harvey family owned and serviced

Will trade valued items partial
money with sale. Wally Sinclair
Tel. 207-965-2332 no calls after 8pm
Tractor located in Milo

Team Sheep Shearing
with Edie Kirshner
& Wally Sinclair

Call, email

965-2332

pvsmilksheep@aol.com
Or

322-4601

EXPO

The Fairgrounds is
the place to be
for the annual
to see a full display of goats,
sheep, catle, rabbits, Llama,
Alpaca, fleece to buy, animals to
buy at auction and more. Meat
rabbits are for sale as well from an
enclosed building and they draw
the crowds looking for a tasty meal

for the table. A rival to chicken,
rabbit has a flavor all its own and
garners family efforts in raising for
a controlled meat supply and youth
lessons. Goats are shown in
competition and treated like
family the way they are washed
and combed out. The cattle
auction has buyers from all over
and cash for 4 H and FHA owners.

Rte 11A 222 Charleston Rd.
Charleston, ME 04422

Email - maplelanefarms@yahoo.com
Web site - MaplelanefarmsMaine.com
ME
INSPD
&
PS’D
EST 6
MOFGA
Certified
Processor

Slaughter/Processing/Custom Meat Cutting
Processing Game Animals
Hay & Feed Sales
The Higgins Family
Family Farm since 1941

We sell all Natural Beef & Pork

Cut to your specs. / vacuum sealed / frozen

Roasting Pigs available

We’d like to process your Beef, Pork & Game Animals

ediekirshner@yahoo.com
Edible plum fruit tree of genus Diospyros, good when dried.
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Pleasant River Lumber recently assembled and
erected a huge crane shipped from Alabama to improve this growing
lumber manufacturing operation here. The track driven crane
dominates the landscape some 90 feet into the air and while it is not a
brand new crane - having been used in Alabama some 10 years - the
beast has shown in the first weeks of operation it will be able to unload
trucks far quicker than contemporary much smaller loaders unloading
individual trucks all over the yard. Organizationally alone, the crane
will place all raw material within reach of the permanent slasher and
further mill processing by one man sitting high atop the yard.

shavings, bark and other waste materials for biomass boilers and of
course the standard dimension building materials needed for home
construction. In fact, some 41 million board feet of the annual
production goes to retail stores in Maine, New Hampshire and
Massachusetts, making the local transport of the same within relatively
short overnight trucking runs. They do deliver to accounts as far south
as Maryland however and new orders come in all the time.

Since Pleasant River also recently completed
construction of a huge slasher building, the new
crane will save steps unloading trucks and
placing fully loaded truck amounts upon the
conveyor to be sized automatically by the
slasher operator as logs are cut by dimension,
length and other factors to enable quicker
lumber manufacture elsewhere upon company
grounds.
Getting the crane in place took 17 trucks
from Alabama, bringing in all ties, track and

and the disassembled
crane from a former
chip mill in the south
land.
It was
manufactured
by
Endurance Equipment
Company in 2004, so it
offers a long term
investment use for
Pleasant River Lumber
administered
by
brothers Chris and
Jason Brochu. They
oversee 82 employees
here working in two
shifts and produce 90
million board feet of
dimension lumber per
year at Dover-Foxcroft
itself.
They also
operate Pleasant River
Pine in Hancock, a
specialty mill where
they produce even

Things for this mill operation location were not always as rosy as
three previous firms preceded the Brochu brothers in the past 25 years
of operation. However local, state and federal investment in the
Pleasant River operation has helped the firm succeed with full waterline
pressure improvement and sprinkler systems in recent years that have
come from Community Development Block Grants and the so called
“Ear-Mark” Congressional budgets to help make the operation as safe
and as productive as it has become. The Brochu brothers come from 4
generations of family members involved in logging and two generations
of lumber manufacture and is offset with family consulting when needed.
With the advent of the new crane, the yard where trucks come in
and are weighed, unloaded and logs are then moved to the slasher are
now all situated in a very tall circle around the crane for the future, to
allow the crane operators time to reload the slasher in between trucks
arriving , lined up, and leaving. Harry Roberts and Wade Cookson are
more dimension lumber and shavings for the
livestock bedding interests of New England.
And this is also part of a 130 acre operation in
West Enfield where a huge dry kiln and planer
is used to dry, plane and ship, some 15 million
board feet of finished dimension material for
wholesale sales.
Among the products manufactured that
are sold are sawdust and chips for pellet mills,

Schwarczphotography.com

Senior horse digital
PHOTOCONTEST

Beat the High Costs of Lime,
Bedding, and Fertilizer.
We Offer:
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See blueseal.com for Contest rules
Call Nowƫ0+ƫƫ
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M-Sat 8-6, Sun. 9-4
Agriculture’s

Farmer Fact # 16:

Earwig: Insect of order

NEWENGLANDORGANICS.COM

(866) 747-6720

, with forceps/pincers at end of abdomen.

